Introduction
• Total Electron Content (TEC) is defined as number of free electrons in a unit area along ray path.
• Using TEC values, short and long term variations in the ionosphere and ionospheric disturbances can be analyzed.
• Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites transmit two simultaneous PRN signals in L-band whose carrier frequencies are 1575.42 MHz and 1227.60 MHz, respectively.
• Earth based GPS receivers record these signals as Pseudo Range and Relative Phase.
• Global TEC values can be estimated using either the Pseudo Range or Relative Phase or a combination of these two recordings.
Introduction (cont.)
• In various studies in the literature, vertical TEC (VTEC) values are estimated assuming that -Ionosphere is distributed homogeneously around local zenith of the receiver -Ionosphere is stable during at least 5 to 15 minutes -The satellite which is closest to the local zenith is chosen.
• Regularized VTEC Estimation technique (Reg-Est) incorporates all the available GPS signals recorded by the receiver for the 24 hours from all the satellites.
• VTEC values, computed from a desired time period within 24 hour period and from all satellites, are combined using the Least Squares method and the estimation is performed using a two-step regularization method.
• The cost function which includes L 2 norm between the estimated and computed VTEC values summed over all satellites plus a detrended high pass penalty filter multiplied by a regularization parameter μ:
= detrend operator Reg-Est (cont.)
Reg-Est (cont.)
The estimate of x, is obtained by
The high pass penalty filter is Toeplitz for a 24 hour period.
The success of the estimation depends on optimum choices of the estimation parameters, μ and k c .
The optional sliding window median filter follows the data structure and further smooths irregularities due to processing. The sliding window median filter length, N f .
• 
Preprocessing of GPS Data

